I SPY WITH MY LITTLE EYE...
AN ANEMONE

Name: 
Age: 
Favourite colour: 

Label an anemone!

Labels:
- Mouth AND bottom
- Tentacles
- Pedal disk

List three anemone super powers:
1)
2)
3)
If **one** anemone can split in half to make **two anemones**, both anemones split in half again and then all of them split in half again, **how many anemones do we now have?!**

Make your own 3D anemone!

Maybe use an old loo roll as the body and then lots of string dangling off as tentacles. Anemones come in lots of different colours so make it as **bright** as possible. Project Seagrass would love to see a picture and know its name!

Anemones like to live anywhere from rock pools and seagrass meadows down to the deep ocean. **Can you draw some anemones and their home?**

Check out Project Seagrass' anemone spotlight, colouring sheets and YouTube videos to learn more!
ANEMONE ANSWERS

Label an anemone!

- Tentacles
- Pedal disk
- Mouth and bottom

If one anemone can split in half to make two anemones, both anemones split in half again and then all of them split in half again, how many anemones do we now have?!

8 anemones

List three anemone super powers:

- They can sting their prey.
- They can clone themselves by splitting in half, meaning they could potentially live forever.
- They live with no brain!
- They can eat, poo and have babies out of the same body part.
- They can pull all of their tentacles inside themselves (can you do that with your arms and legs?).